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Abstract
A comparative study of the hysteretical behavior of the zero resistance critical temperature for YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7y d ,
ŽBiPb. 2 Sr2 Ca 2 Cu 3 O 10q d and ŽHgRe.Ba 2 Ca 2 Cu 3 O 8q d superconducting ceramics was performed at low magnetic fields
Žunder 400 Oe.. The results were compared with those obtained through the magnetic hysteresis of the critical current
density, showing good agreement in most cases. The qualitative explanation of the observed hysteresis in terms of
intragranular flux trapping of the superconducting grains satisfies YBaCuO and BiSrCaCuO materials, but modifications
might be necessary in the case of HgBaCaCuO. q 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The study of the dependence of transport properties with the applied magnetic field in ceramic superconductors has proven to be a powerful tool in the
understanding of a variety of characteristics of high
temperature superconductors ŽHTc..
An important fraction of these studies have been
devoted to the Jc Ž Ba . dependence in polycrystalline
HTc’s, for instance YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7y d w1x and
ŽBiPb. 2 Sr2 Ca 2 Cu 3 O 10q d w2,3x. The qualitative model
of Peterson and Ekin w4x, further developed by Evetts
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and Glowacki w5x stated the theoretical basis for the
explanation of Jc Ž Ba . and related dependencies. This
model, put on more quantitative roots by Altshuler et
al. w1x and by Muller
and Mathews w6x has been
¨
applied in the understanding of the hysteretical behavior of Jc in ceramic superconductors. Following
that model, this behavior can be explained by the
effect of the flux trapped by the superconducting
grains on the intergrain weak links, which produces a
different performance of the average effective field
at the junctions for increasing and decreasing applied
fields. This irreversibility of the effective field at the
junctions is a fingerprint of the hysteresis of the
intragranular magnetization, which is supposed to
follow some critical state model w7,8x.
Flores et al. w9x demonstrated that the zero-resistance critical temperature ŽTz ., which strongly de-
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pends on the junctions characteristics also shows a
hysteretical behavior in YBaCuO ceramics and
pointed out the possibility of employing this phenomenon as a tool in the study of local fields at
intergranular junctions. No further reports of hysteresis of Tz in this or in other HTc systems have been
published, as far as we know.
In the present paper, the hysteretical behavior of
Tz for YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7y d , ŽBiPb. 2 Sr2 Ca 2 Cu 3 O 10q d and
ŽHgRe.Ba 2 Ca 2 Cu 3 O 8q d ceramics is reported. The
results of the different systems are compared and
qualitatively explained in terms of flux trapping by
the superconducting grains.
The ‘flux trapping curves’ for Tz in the three
systems are also reported for the first time, to our
knowledge, and some intragranular parameters are
extracted from them.

2. Experimental
All the samples were prepared by the ceramic
route. The details of each system are given below.
– YBaCuO: High quality powders of Y2 O 3 ,
BaCO 3 and CuO were mixed in stoichiometric proportions, being the ratios Y:Ba:Cu in the original
powders 1:2:3. These raw materials were calcinated
for 16 h at 900, 920 and 9408C. At the end of each
step the powders were ground in a mill. After that,
they were pressed into pellets at 300 MPa, sintered at
9508C for 24 h, and cooled down to room temperature at the rate of 18Crmin in air atmosphere. Bars
of approximately 10 = 1 = 1 mm3 were cut from the
pellets. The obtained onset critical temperature at
zero magnetic field, defined as the temperature of the
maximum of the derivative d rrdT, was 90 K.
– BiSrCaCuO: Powders of high purity of the
starting materials Bi 2 O 3 , PbO 2 , SrCaO 3 , CaCO 3 and
CuO were mixed in a stoichiometric ratio
Bi:Pb:Sr:Ca:Cu of 1.6:0.4:2:2:3. The powders were
thermally treated at 700, 750 and 8008C. At the end
of each treatment, the pellets were manually ground.
The powders were pressed into pellets at 400 MPa
and the sintering was carried out at a temperature of
8488C for 48 h; the samples were cooled down to
room temperature at a rate of 18Crmin in air. Bars
of approximately 10 = 1 = 1 mm3 were cut from the

as sintered pellets. The onset critical temperature at
zero magnetic field was 105 K.
– HgBaCaCuO: BaCO 3 , CaCO 3 , CuO and ReO4
high purity powders were prepared in a 2:2:3:0,18
stoichiometric mixture. The mixture was first homogenized in an agate mortar and thermally treated
at 8508C for 12 h under oxygen flow. After this, the
material was crushed in an agate mortar and pelletized under 1 GPa. The pellets were submitted to
calcination at 9308C for 15 h under oxygen flow.
The latter procedure was repeated two times crushing the mixture between calcination treatments. The
precursors were then treated at 9308C for 12 h using
20% oxygen and 80% argon flow. High purity HgO
was added to the final mixture and homogenized in
an agate mortar. The powder was pelletized uniaxially under 1 GPa, using a vacuum pump to reduce
the gas present inside the pellet. It was immediately
introduced inside both a gold foil and inside a quartz
tube of 0.9 mm inner diameter. The filling factor was
1.1 grcm3. The quartz tube was sealed under vacuum Ž10y2 Torr., and introduced inside a stainless
steel tube which was then filled with 2 bar of argon.
The latter was introduced into an isostatic pressure
furnace with 40 bar of argon. The sample was heated
at a rate of 3008Crh until 7008C, at 1208Crh until
8508C and hold at this temperature for 15 h w10x.
Then the furnace was cooled down at 1208Crh to
308C. Bars of approximately 7 = 1 = 1 mm3 were
cut. The onset critical temperature at zero magnetic
field was 132 K.
The Tz values were determined from the r ŽT .
curves. Those measurements were performed via the
four-probe technique, employing an ac excitation
signal at 81 Hz, and a lock-in amplifier with a
maximum noise of 100 nV. The contacts were deposited with silver paint. In order to minimize selffield generated tails a bias current with an r.m.s.
value as low as 0.35 mA was selected. An autotuning temperature controller Lake Shore 330 dynamically controlled the temperature. In all the cases, the
curves were measured at an increasing temperature
sweep rate of 2 Krmin and the resolution in temperature was 0.1 K. The magnetic field was generated
by a long solenoid and the sample was located in
such a way that the applied field was perpendicular
to the bias current. Measurements were performed up
to a final temperature greater than the onset critical
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temperature, to guarantee that the sample stood in
normal state after each measurement, being ‘erased’
its magnetic history.
Three different regimes of magnetic excitation
were applied.
Virgin curve: The sample was zero field cooled
ŽZFC. to 80 K and the desired value of magnetic
field was set directly from zero. Then a r ŽT . curve
was measured.
Returning curves: The sample was ZFC to 80 K, a
maximum value Ž Hm . was set, and after a few
seconds, the field was decreased to the desired value.
Then a r ŽT . curve was measured. As for the Jc Ž Ba .
dependence w1–3x, two different curves were measured: unsaturated, when the increase of the Hm
causes variations in the shape of the curve, and
saturated, when the increase of Hm does not affect
the curve.
Flux trapping curve: The sample was ZFC to 80
K, the desired maximum field value was set and after
few seconds, the field was turned off. Then a r ŽT .
curve was measured.
In all cases, the experimental curves had 500
points.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. ResistiÕity Õs. temperature curÕes
In Fig. 1Ža. Arrhenius plots of lnŽ rrr 0 . vs. T for
the YBaCuO ceramic are shown, being r 0 the resistivity at the point T0 were the curves for different
applied fields split. The magnetic field was set directly from zero after ZFC for each curve. In Fig.
1Žb. and Žc. are shown similar curves for BiSrCaCuO and HgBaCaCuO respectively. The point of
splitting is the same for the non-normalized data, so
it is not related to the normalization process. It is
evident that the tails of the curves are not linear,
which departs from the behavior reported for thin
films w11,12x and single-crystals w13x. Flores et al. w9x
employed the expression of Kim et al. w14x for fitting
the experimental data on YBaCuO polycrystals. It
has a structure similar to an Arrhenius law, but with
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a potential energy depending non-linearly on temperature:

½
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/
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Ž 2.

In our work we employed these expressions, using a voltage definition for Tz such that lnŽ rorrz . s
5, being rz s r ŽTz .. Our choice for the exponent a
was a s 2, which fits into the range proposed in
Ref. w15x. Fig. 1 shows the resulting fits for the three
superconducting systems under study, when the field
has been increased from zero after ZFC. The agreement between the experimental data and the fitting
curves is remarkable, with coefficients of determination better than 0.975 in all the cases.
When comparing the curves for the different systems we must note that in the curve for BiSrCaCuO
ŽFig. 1Žb.., the part of the transition not affected by
the magnetic field Ži.e., that dominated by intragrain
dissipation according to Henning et al. w16x. does not
show the sharp drop displayed by YBaCuO ŽFig.
1Ža.. and Žto less extent. by HgBaCaCuO ŽFig. 1Žc...
It is interesting to note that for YBaCuO, the onset
critical temperature, defined as the inflection point in
the resistive transition, was found to be of about 90
K, not far from that obtained by Lopez
et al. w3x for
´
samples cooled in oxygen atmosphere. Therefore, the
low concentration of oxygen in the furnace during
the cooling only slightly affected the onset critical
temperature. This is roughly coherent with the results
of w17x. On the other hand the intergrain component,
originated from the presence of weak links w18x and
responsible for the pronounced tails in the transition
w16x is strongly affected. This will be analyzed in
more detail in Section 3.2.
In the case of HgBaCaCuO, it is easy to note that
the curves corresponding to high magnetic fields are
almost straight though they also fit very well to Eqs.
Ž1. and Ž2. with a s 2. This indicates a stronger
field dependence of U0 Ž H . for HgBaCaCuO than for
YBaCuO and BiSrCaCuO samples, at least within
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the field range explored. This point deserves further
attention and will be discussed elsewhere.
3.2. Tz (Ha ) curÕes
Fig. 2Ža., Žb. and Žc. show the virgin curve and
two ZFC returning curves, one saturated and the
other unsaturated, for YBaCuO, BiSrCaCuO and
HgBaCaCuO, respectively.
The curves obtained for YBCO samples ŽFig.
2Ža.. are in good agreement with those of Flores et
al. w9x and reproduce the following characteristics,
analogous to those reported by Altshuler et al. w1x for
the dependence of the critical current density on the
magnetic field for ceramic superconductors:
Ø The virgin curve has a maximum at some value
Ha s 0, while the returning curves have a maximum at Ha / 0.
Ø With the increment of Hm , the maxima of the
returning curves shift toward greater values of
Ha , and the maximum values of Tz Ž H . diminish.
Ø When increasing Hm , a saturation value is found
Hms such that for Hm ) Hms there is no change in
the shape of the returning curves.
Ø dTzrd Ha is more pronounced in the virgin curve
than in the returning ones; the greater the maximum field, the lower the slopes in the returning
curves.
It is easy to note that the curves for BiSrCaCuO
have a different behavior when compared with those
for YBaCuO and HgBaCaCuO. The hysteresis,
though present, is not pronounced for the BiSrCaCuO ceramics, and both the unsaturated and saturated returns are only slightly different from the
virgin curves. This behavior agrees with that obtained for the hysteresis in critical current density by
Mune´ et al. w2x and Lopez
et al. w3x in ceramic
´
BiSrCaCuO samples processed through a similar
route as ours. However, in their work, a noticeable
reduction in the critical current was obtained, even
for low maximum fields, being the critical current
density at zero field of the saturated return a 40% of
that corresponding to the virgin curve. In our case,
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the reduction in Tz Ž0. for the saturated return Ž Hm s
400 Oe. is only a 4% of the Tz Ž0. for the virgin
curve, which corresponds to 4 K. Another distinctive
characteristic of our curves is that the maxima of the
returning curves are not obtained for Ha s 0 Oe, but
for a value of 1–2 Oe. This is also in contrast with
the reports of Refs. w2,3x.
In those papers, a semi quantitative model was
presented, based on the existence of regions with
‘compressed’, and with ‘decompressed’ magnetic
fields for a given value of the applied field. Those
percolative paths that cross links between grains
reflecting the second situation show a ‘soft’ dependence of the critical current with the applied magnetic field, and are responsible for a zero field
maximum and broad peaks. At the same time, the
presence of percolative paths with compressed magnetic field forces the reduction in Jc Ž H .. In the
present case, the situation seems to be different. Our
measurements are made with a low bias current, so it
is not difficult to find percolative paths including the
‘less weak’ links, in such a way that the reduction in
Tz is not of the same magnitude as that in Jc .
The presence of the maximum for Ha / 0 in both
returns is not completely clear. It can be related with
the flux trapping in the superconducting grains, but
this is partially in contradiction with the results of
Schulz et al. w19x. Studying the behavior of the
Meissner fraction with applied field in Bi 2223
ceramics, they found a maximum for the applied
field of 2.5 G, in fair agreement with our results, but
the authors attributed the phenomenon to the intergranular pinning rather than to the pinning inside the
grains. Anyway, the evidence is not strong enough
and this subject deserves further attention in future
work, with the employment of magnetization measurements. Besides, the geometry of the samples of
Refs. w2,3x was somewhat different and the difference in sample demagnetization must be taken into
account for the explanation.
The curves for HgBaCaCuO samples ŽFig. 2Žc..
have a behavior similar to those obtained for
YBaCuO, but the magnitude of the hysteretical effects is more pronounced. The virgin curve has a

Fig. 1. Arrhenius plots for Ža. YBaCuO, Žb. BiSrCaCuO and Žc. HgBaCaCuO samples. The magnetic field was set directly from zero after
ZFC. The continuous lines represent fits using Eqs. Ž1. and Ž2. Žsee text..
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respectively. The difference between the maximum
of the saturated returning curve and its zero value is
greater than 4 K. Finally, the reduction of Tz Ž0. of
the saturated return Ž Hm s 400 Oe. is a 9% of the
Tz Ž0. of the virgin curve and the maximum difference between the virgin curve and the saturated
returning curve is 20 K Žfor Ha s 150 Oe..
Taking into account the fact that the grains of
HgBaCaCuO have a plate-like shape w20,21x, qualitatively similar to that of BiSrCaCuO, and that this
shape seems to be responsible w2,3x for the differences between YBaCuO and BiSrCaCuO, it could be
reasonable to expect a less pronounced hysteresis for
HgBaCaCuO. This puzzling behavior will be investigated in more detail in the future.
3.3. Flux trapping curÕes, Tz (0, Hm )

Fig. 2. Virgin and returning Žunsaturated and saturated. curves for
Ža. YBaCuO, Žb. BiSrCaCuO and Žc. HgBaCaCuO samples. The
lines are guides to the eye.

maximum variation ŽTz Ž0. y Tz Ž150..rTz Ž0. f 0.25,
being 0.09 and 0.10 for YBaCuO and BiSrCaCuO

The flux trapping curves in Tz for YBaCuO,
BiSrCaCuO, and HgBaCaCuO are shown in Fig.
3Ža., Žb. and Žc. respectively. These curves have
been reported previously only for the hysteresis of
the transport critical current density w2,17x.
It is very important to notice that our curves do
not have a trivial correspondence with similar curves
for the critical current density, Jc Ž0, Hm .. A qualitative explanation of this fact is that the latter ones are
measured at constant temperature while, in our case,
the parameter that is related with the trapped flux
ŽTz . is measured by varying T. A typical process can
be sketched as follows: at the temperature of 80 K,
after a ZFC, the maximum field Hm is applied and
then set to zero; if Hm ) Hc1g Žwhere Hc1g is the
effective first critical field of the grains., there is a
certain amount of flux trapped by the grains. When
the temperature grows, Jcg Žthe intragranular critical
current density. lowers so, according to Bean’s model
w7x, the trapped flux is also reduced. This means that
at the beginning of the dissipation process, there is
less flux inside the grains and their magnetic influence on the transport process at the weak links will
be lower. On the other hand, because of the lowering
of Tz with the increase of the applied field Žprovided
that Ha ) Hcig . this effect will be less noticeable as
the applied field increases, because a minor part of
the flux had been expelled due to the increase of
temperature. This implies that, firstly, that the values
of Hc1g and Hs extracted from the Tz flux trapping
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Žparticularly in the neighborhood of Hc1g . would
differ from the Jc flux trapping analogue.
For YBaCuO, Hc1g f 50 Oe and Hs f 250 Oe at
80 K. Both values can be used in order to calculate
the full penetration field H ) s Ž Hs y Hc1g .r2 w22x,
which resulted in H ) f 100 Oe at 80 K. The Hc1g
value is in good agreement with that obtained by
Altshuler et al. w17,22x at liquid nitrogen temperature
using two different methods: the flux trapping curve
of Jc and vibrating sample magnetometry. Our value
of H ) is less than 20% greater than that of Ref.
w22x. It is important to realize that our samples are
partially deoxygenated and the comparison with oxygenated ones is doubtful, but in Refs. w17,22x it is
demonstrated that the oxygen content affects chiefly
the junctions, and in a lesser degree the intrinsic
characteristics of the grains, being the shape of the
flux trapping curves for an as sintered sample reasonable similar to that obtained after a moderate
deoxygenation thermal treatments in air atmosphere.
For BiSrCaCuO, Hc1g f 10 Oe, and Hs f 100 Oe
at 80 K. These values are in good agreement with
those obtained by Lopez
et al. w3x using Jc Ž0, Hm .
´
measurements. The value obtained for H ) Ž45 Oe.
is in good agreement with Ref. w3x Ž42 Oe. which
was also determined via Jc . Finally, for HgBaCaCuO, we obtained Hc1g f 15 Oe, while Hs f 150
Oe that yields H ) f 70 Oe at 80 K. In this case, no
reference to compare with was available.
4. Conclusions

Fig. 3. Flux trapping curves for Ža. YBaCuO, Žb. BiSrCaCuO and
Žc. HgBaCaCuO samples. The lines are guides to the eye.

curve correspond to the temperature at which Hm
was applied Ži.e., 80 K in our case., and secondly,
that the shape of the curve between these fields

The magnetic irreversibility in Tz for three HTc
ceramic systems has been studied. In all the samples
the zero resistance critical temperature showed to
depend on its magnetic history, displaying common
features that can be qualitatively explained through
the flux trapping model introduced by Evetts and
Glowacki w5x and extended by Altshuler et al. w1x and
Muller
and Mathews w6x. For the BiSrCaCuO sam¨
ple, maxima in returning curves are obtained for
non-zero values of the applied field; this effect had
not been reported in the analogous hysteresis of Jc .
The behavior of the curves for the HgBaCaCuO
sample is quite similar to the YBaCuO ones, in
partial contradiction with the model of Mune´ et al.
w2x and Lopez
´ et al. w3x, from which one might expect
that its behavior must resemble that of BiSrCaCuO.
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The zero-resistance critical temperature flux trapping curves for HTc polycrystals were reported by
the first time, and demonstrated to be consistent with
the critical current density flux trapping ones reported earlier for the YBaCuO system. It is important to note that the intragrain magnetic parameters
extracted from the former characteristics correspond
to the temperature at which the maximum fields are
applied.
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